
Backpack

Right SlingLeft Sling

Order Code: 

Sling-Backpack

To find the best match for your equipment
visit Kata online Bag Chooser:

www.kata-bags.com

123-GO-10

KT-123-GO-10

EAN Code

UPC Code

Made in China

Development & Production by KATA . 
POB 45078 Jerusalem , Israel  91450
Tel: +972-2-5911000 
Fax: + 972-2-5400504  
Info: technical@kata-bags.com

Includes:
Element Cover
Divider Set

 TST Rib for additional protection
 Padded divider system
 Top compartment for
     personal accessories
 Fast release buckles
     for quick draw 
  Accessory pocket
 Elements Cover
 Detachable Media Kit
 Tab to secure equipment 
 Quick draw tab 












 



Kata’s 123-GO-10 Sling Backpack, part of the Digital Photo 
Series (DPS), fits a DSLR with mid-range zoom lens attached as 
well as 1-2 lenses, flash + personal gear. This bag is super light, 
features TST structural protection and provides ultimate freedom 
of use in three carrying possibilities, morphing rapidly from sling 
to backpack and back again. 
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DIGITAL PHOTO SERIES 

External Max. SizeInternal Main
Compartment

Length 

Width

Height

Weight

123-GO-10

8.6”22 cm7.5”19 cm
6.5”16.5 cm5.9”15 cm

16.1”41 cm11.2”28.5 cm
     2.00 Lbs       0.90 Kg

Name: 123-GO-10  Order code: KT 123-GO-10

TST RIB

ON BOARD

ELEMENTS
COVER



Right Sling
For right handed photographers

 Hold green shoulder strap in 
your left hand.

 Swing bag over your left 
shoulder across your chest.

 Pull lower buckle strap to adjust 
the shoulder strap length.

 When adjusted correctly, the 
bag will sit straight along your 
back.

Internal Setup
How to arrange your gear within

 Choose which opening side is 
comfortable for drawing the 
camera (left or right).

 Organize primary gear according 
to the side chosen above. 
Store secondary gear in the 
remaining space,  access from 
the other side.

 For longer lenses or flashes, 
attach the divider vertically to 
use the full depth of the bag.

 Keep your everyday accessories 
in the top compartment.

*Product and specifications are subject to change without notice.
**Images used in this manual are for demonstration only and may 

vary in size and features to the actual product.
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Left Sling
For left handed photographers

 Hold black shoulder strap in your 
Right hand.

 Swing bag over your right 
shoulder across your chest.

 Pull lower buckle strap to adjust 
the shoulder strap length.

 When adjusted correctly, the 
bag will sit straight along your 
back.

Frontal Quick Draw
(Works on both shoulders)

 Release the buckle. 

 Pull flap open.  Quick draw your camera.

 Swing the bag to frontal 
position.

Zipper fully closes to 
secure compartment.

Leave tab out to enable 
quick draw function.
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Backpack
For long distance carrying

 Pull each shoulder strap out of 
the concealment sleeve

 Connect left shoulder strap to 
left hip  buckle. Do the same on 
the other side.

 Pull lower buckle straps to 
adjust the shoulder strap 
length.

 For additional comfort, connect 
the hip belt.

X-Position
Long distance carrying and Quick Draw option

 To switch to X-position from 
sling position, do the following:

 Pull unused shoulder strap from 
concealment sleeve and attach 
to hip buckle on the opposite 
side.

 Arrange straps so they sit 
comfortably on your chest.

 To move back to quick draw 
position, simply release one of 
the hip buckles.
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Backpack
For long distance carrying

 Pull each shoulder strap out of 
the concealment sleeve

 Connect left shoulder strap to 
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Left Sling
For left handed photographers

 Hold black shoulder strap in your 
Right hand.

 Swing bag over your right 
shoulder across your chest.

 Pull lower buckle strap to adjust 
the shoulder strap length.

 When adjusted correctly, the 
bag will sit straight along your 
back.

Frontal Quick Draw
(Works on both shoulders)

 Release the buckle. 

 Pull flap open.  Quick draw your camera.

 Swing the bag to frontal 
position.

Zipper fully closes to 
secure compartment.

Leave tab out to enable 
quick draw function.
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Right Sling
For right handed photographers
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your left hand.
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back.
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How to arrange your gear within

 Choose which opening side is 
comfortable for drawing the 
camera (left or right).

 Organize primary gear according 
to the side chosen above. 
Store secondary gear in the 
remaining space,  access from 
the other side.

 For longer lenses or flashes, 
attach the divider vertically to 
use the full depth of the bag.

 Keep your everyday accessories 
in the top compartment.

*Product and specifications are subject to change without notice.
**Images used in this manual are for demonstration only and may 

vary in size and features to the actual product.
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